• Know! and! understand! music-such! matters! as! pitch,! rhythm,! dynamics,! and!sonic!qualities-as!well!as!the!capabilities!of!various!instruments!and! musicians • Are!necessary!once!the!orchestra!reaches!a!certain!size!and!complexity • Have!typically!mastered!one!or!more!musical!instruments • May!be!composers • Select!and!shape!the!music!that!an!orchestra!plays • Interpret!a!composer's!music!in!light!of!the!audience • Strive!to!maintain!the!integrity!of!the!composer"s!intentions • Organize!and!lead!the!musicians • Are!responsible!for!the!success!of!the!performance The!systems!engineer!is!like!the!maestro,!who!knows!what!the!music!should!sound! like!(the!look!and!function!of!a!design)!and!has!the!skills!to!lead!a!team!in!achieving! the!desired!sound!(meeting!the!system!requirements).!Systems!engineers:
• Understand!the!fundamentals!of!mathematics,!physics,!and!other!pertinent! sciences,!as!well!as!the!capabilities!of!various!people!and!disciplines • Have!mastered!a!technical!discipline!and!learned!multiple!disciplines • Must!understand!the!end!game!and!overall!objectives!of!the!endeavor • Create!a!vision!and!approach!for!attaining!the!objectives • May!be!architects!or!designers • Select!and!shape!the!technical!issues!to!be!addressed!by!multidisciplinary! teams • Must! often! interpret! and! communicate! objectives,! requirements,! system! architecture,!and!design • Are!responsible!for!the!design's!technical!integrity • Organize!and!lead!multidisciplinary!teams • Are! responsible! for! the! successful! delivery! of! a! complex!product!or!service
The! similarities! between! maestros! and! systems! engineers! are! useful! in! describing! the! latters'! desired! behavioral!characteristics!and!capabilities.
Systems!engineering!is!the!art!and!science!of!developing!an!operable!system! that! meets! requirements! within! imposed! constraints.! This! definition! is! independent! of! scale,! but! our! discussion! here! focuses! on! developing! complex! systems,!such!as!aircraft,!spacecraft,!power!plants,!and!computer!networks.
Systems!engineering!is!holistic!and!integrative.!It!incorporates!and!balances! the!contributions!of!structural,!mechanical,!electrical,!software,!systems!safety,!and! power! engineers,! plus! many! other,! to! produce! a! coherent! whole.! Systems! engineering! is! about! tradeoffs! and! compromises,! about! generalists! rather! than! specialists.
A great systems engineer completely understands and applies the art of leadership and has the experience and scar tissue from trying to earn the badge of leader from his or her team.
Systems!engineering!is!not!only!about!the!details!of!requirements!and!interfaces! among! subsystems.! Such! details! are! important,! of! course,! in! the! same! way! that! accurate! accounting! is! important! to! an! organization's! chief! financial! officer.! But! accurate!accounting!does!not!distinguish!between!a!good!financial!plan!and!a!bad! one,!nor!help!to!make!a!bad!one!better.!Similarly,!accurate!control!of!interfaces!and! requirements!is!necessary!to!good!systems!engineering,!but!no!amount!of!care!in! such!matters!can!make!a!poor!design!concept!better.!Systems!engineering!is!first! and! foremost! about! getting! the! right! design-and! then! about! maintaining! and! enhancing! its! technical! integrity,! as! well! as! managing! complexity! with! good! processes!to!get!the!design!right.!We!define!interfaces!in!a!system!design!to!minimize! unintended! interactions! and!simplify!development!and!operations-and!then! we! document! and! control! the! design.! Neither! the! world's! greatest! design,! poorly! implemented-nor!a!poor!design,!brilliantly!implemented-is!worth!having.
The! principles! of! systems! engineering! apply! at! all! levels.! For! example,! engineers!who!are!developing!an!avionics!system!must!practice!creative!design! and!interface!definition!to!achieve!their!goals.!Similar!activities!are!essential!to!the! architecture,! design,! and! development! of! elements! and! subsystems! across! the! broad!spectrum!of!NASA!developments.!But!for!the!remainder!of!this!discussion,! we! use! the! term! "systems! engineering"! in! the! context! of! complex,! multidisciplinary!system!definition,!development,!and!operation.
In! his! 2007! presentation,! "Systems! Engineering! and! the! 'Two! Cultures'! of! Engineering,"! Mike! Griffin! describes! how! the! complexities! of! today's! aerospace! systems!and!the!ways!they!fail!have!led!to!branching!within!the!industry.!For!our! purpose,! we! divide! systems! engineering! into! technical! leadership! and! its! ally,! systems!management.
• Technical!leadership!focuses!on!a!system's!technical! design!and!technical!integrity!throughout!its!lifecycle • Systems! management! focuses! on! managing! the! complexity! associated! with! having! many! technical! disciplines,!multiple!organizations,!and!hundreds!or! thousands! of! people! engaged! in! a! highly! technical! activity Technical!leadership,!the!art!of!systems!engineering,!balances!broad!technical! domain!knowledge,!engineering!instinct,!problem!solving,!creativity,!leadership,! and! communication! to! develop! new! missions! and! systems.! It! is! the! system's! complexity,!and!severity!of!its!constraints-not!just!its!size-that!drives!the!need! for!systems!engineering.
NASA!systems!are!often!large!and!complex,!so!they!require!systems!engineers! to!work!in!teams!and!with!technical!and!other!professional!experts!to!maintain!and! enhance!the!system's!technical!integrity.!The!creativity!and!knowledge!of!all!of!the! people!involved!must!be!brought!to!bear!to!achieve!success.!Thus!leadership!and! communications!skills!are!often!as!important!as!technical!acumen!and!creativity.! This!part!of!systems!engineering!is!about!doing!the!job!right.
Once a credible design and architecture are established, the systems engineer's job is to maintain technical integrity throughout the complex system's very rigorous and challenging lifecycle phases.
Robert Ryan, Marshall Space Flight Center
For!large!complex!systems,!there!are!literally!millions!of!ways!to!fail!to!meet! objectives,!even!after!we!have!defined!the!"right!system."!It!is!crucial!to!work!all!the! details! completely! and! consistently! and! ensure! that! the! designs! and! technical! activities!of!all!the!people!and!organizations!remain!coordinated-art!is!not!enough.
Systems! management! is! the! science! of! systems! engineering.!Its!focus!is!on!rigorously!and!efficiently! managing! the! development! and! operation! of! complex! systems.! Effective! systems! management! requires! applying! a! systematic,! disciplined! engineering!approach!that!is!quantifiable,!recursive,! repeatable,!and!demonstrable.!Here!the!emphasis!is! on!organizational!skills,!processes,!and!persistence.! Process! definition! and! control! are! essential! to! effective,! efficient,! and! consistent! implementation.! They! demand! a! clear! understanding! and! communication! of! the! objectives,! and! vigilance! in! making!sure!that!all!tasks!directly!support!the!objectives.
Systems! management! applies! to! developing,! operating,! and! maintaining! integrated!systems!throughout!a!project!or!program's!lifecycle,!which!may!extend! for!decades.!Since!the!lifecycle!may!exceed!the!memory!of!the!individuals!involved! in!the!development,!it!is!critical!to!document!the!essential!information.
To!succeed,!we!must!blend!technical!leadership!and!systems!management!into! complete!systems!engineering.!Anything!less!results!in!systems!not!worth!having! or!that!fail!to!function!or!perform.
The!Scope!of!Systems!Engineering
Since! the! late! 1980's,! many! aerospace#related! government! and! industry! organizations!have!moved!from!a!hard#core,!technical!leadership!culture!(the!art)! to!one!of!systems!management!(the!science).!History!has!shown!that!many!projects! dominated! by! only! one! of! these! cultures! suffer! significant! ill! consequences. Organizations! that! focus! mainly! on! systems! management! often! create! products! that!fail!to!meet!stakeholder!objectives!or!are!not!cost!effective.!The!process!often! becomes!an!end!unto!itself,!and!we!experience!"process!paralysis."!Organizations! that! focus! solely! on! technical! issues! often! create! products! or! services! that! are! inoperable,! or! suffer! from! lack! of! coordination! and! become! too! expensive! or! belated!to!be!useful.
To!achieve!mission!success,!we!must!identify!and!develop!systems!engineers! that!are!highly!competent!in!both!technical!leadership!and!systems!management.! That!is!why!we!focus!on!the!complete!systems!engineer,!who!embodies!the!art!and science! of! systems! engineering! across! all! phases! of! aerospace! missions-a! type! reflected! in! Figure! Here! we! describe! the! characteristics,! some! innate! and! others! that! we! can! develop,! that! enable! select! people! to! "systems! engineer"! complex! aerospace! missions!and!systems-to!design,!develop,!and!operate!them.!Then,!we!focus!on! how!to!further!develop!NASA's!systems!engineers!to!help!them!deal!better!with! the!complexities!of!sophisticated!missions!and!systems. Good! systems! engineers! are! able! to! "translate"! for! scientists,! developers,! operators,! and! other! stakeholders.! For! example,! "Discover! and! understand! the! relationship! between! newborn! stars! and! cores! of! molecular! clouds,"! is! meaningful!to!a!scientist.!But!developers!and!operators!would!better!understand! and!use!this!version:!"Observe!1,000!stars!over!two!years,!with!a!repeat!cycle!of! once!every!five!months,!using!each!of!the!four!payload!instruments."!The!systems! engineer!that!knows!the!project's!objectives,!helps!determine!how!to!meet!them,! and!maintains!the!system's!technical!integrity!throughout!its!lifecycle!has!a!good! chance!of!succeeding.!A!corollary!is!to!check!everyone"s!understanding!of!each! other!to!make!sure!the!team!truly!IS!on!the!same!page.
The!Personal!Characteristics!of!Good!Systems!Engineers
Ability! to! make! system"wide! connections.! First#rate! systems! engineers! understand!the!connections!among!all!elements!of!a!mission!or!system.!They!must! often! help! individuals! on! the! team! see! how! their! systems! and! related! decisions! connect! to! the! bigger! picture! and! affect! mission! success.! The! Chandra! X#ray! Observatory! offers! a! practical! example! of! these! connections.! The! star! tracker's! designer! must! understand! that! the! star! tracker! is! part! of! an! attitude! control! system-specifically,! of! an! attitude! estimator! used! to! take! precisely! pointed! observations-and! that! the! star! tracker's! output! determines! whether! or! not! the! proper!images!are!obtained. Comfortable! with! uncertainty.! A! companion!characteristic!is!being!comfortable!with!uncertainty-indeed,!embracing! uncertainty.!We!usually!do!not!know!when!we!will!finish!a!task,!or!even!a!mission.! We!know!requirements!are!not!complete,!so!we!have!to!interpret!them.!This!is!the! simple!side!of!uncertainty.!But!uncertainty!has!a!more!complex!side,!so!a!strong! background! in! probability! and! statistics! is! important.! A! good! systems! engineer! understands! and! encourages! quantification! of! uncertainty.! For! example,! if! the! mission!objective!is!to!land!a!probe!on!a!comet,!the!location!and!severity!of!jets!or! debris! may! be! unknown! or! the! comet's! albedo! may! be! uncertain.! The! systems! engineer!must!be!able!to!work!with!a!team!to!design!a!system!that!accommodates! the!uncertainties.
Proper!paranoia.!Another!important!characteristic!is!proper!paranoia:!expecting! the! best,! but! thinking! about! and! planning! for! the! worst.! This! suggests! that! the! systems!engineer!is!constantly!checking!and!crosschecking!selected!details!across! the!system!to!be!sure!that!technical!integrity!is!intact.
Diverse! technical! skills.! A! systems! engineer! must! be! able! to! apply! sound! technical! principles! across! diverse! technical! disciplines.! Good! systems! engineers! While management and leadership are related and often treated as the same, their central functions are different. Managers clearly provide some leadership, and leaders obviously perform some management. However, there are unique functions performed by leaders that are not performed by managers. My observation over the past forty years...is that we develop a lot of good managers, but very few leaders. Let me explain the difference in functions they perform.
• A manager takes care of where you are; a leader takes you to a new place • A manager is concerned with doing things right; a leader is concerned with doing the right things • A manager deals with complexity; a leader deals with uncertainty • A manager creates policies; a leader establishes principles • A manager sees and hears what is going on; a leader hears when there is no sound and sees when there is no light • A manager finds answers and solutions; a leader formulates the questions and identifies the problems James E. Colvard
The number of changes must decrease with time.
If projects continue to change, they will never get to the launch pad. This is particularly true with requirements. While it is undesirable to freeze them too early, it is much more likely that requirements will continue to change way too long. ...At some point, the design must be implemented, at which time "change" is the enemy. Ken Ledbetter, NASA Headquarters
